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Over the years, the art of brewing beer has evolved as we gain access to the best
ingredients, higher efficiency equipment and see a rise of innovative brewers that
tirelessly work to elevate the craft through unique fermentation practices. And yet,
we find ourselves going back to the way it was traditionally done, when brewing
beer was somewhat of a mystery and supplies and ingredients were limited. Why is
this? With an ever-competitive market, craft brewers are searching for ways to stand
out and capitalize on the next big trend. Brewing beer with kveik strains—which
boast the ability to ferment at high temperatures without producing off-flavors,
while producing beer in a shorter time period (typically between 2 and 4 days)—is a
hot (pardon the pun) trend right now.
What is it?
Kveik (k-viyk or k-wiyk) is an old Norse word that loosely translates to “lively,” and is
used today to describe the blend of yeast used in various farmhouse breweries
around Norway. Local brewers used the yeast for generations and passed the strains
from beer to beer using a traditional witches ring—a wreath-like article made of
wood—to maintain the same flora throughout. Across all farmhouse beers in these
regions, no two kveiks are alike, akin to the unique microflora of cultures that give us
spontaneously fermented beers.
Why do brewers like it?
Kveik strains are prized for their high-temperature tolerance and extremely quick
fermentations. When we think about them being “lively,” the naming makes sense.
While most ale yeasts ferment optimally in a range between 65-70°F (18-21°C),
kveiks actually prefer temperatures closer to 90°F (32°C).
For all intents and purposes in ales—other than a Belgian or wheat styles—this
high-temperature range does not result in desirable flavor and aroma attributes in
beer. Kveiks have origins similar to other farmhouse yeasts, but unlike these strains,
they result in clean fermentation profiles, compared to the fruity ester and spicy,
clove phenolic compounds characteristic of saisons. With kveiks, some esters and
phenols are produced, but they are more subtle than traditional saison yeast.

High-temperature fermentation serves to increase yeast metabolic activity, meaning
they will ferment at an exponentially faster rate. For kveik cultures, the theory
applies, and many are able to hit terminal gravity within 48 hours. As any brewer
will tell you, tank time is an important metric and a strain like this can really improve
tank turnover. This is beneficial for both production breweries maintaining a tight
schedule and small breweries without ample tank space.
Due to the fact that kveik cultures are temperature-tolerant, faster fermenters, and
quite clean in flavor profile, they are vastly versatile in a number of beer styles.
American breweries have used the culture to brew styles like New England
IPAs—where more of the esters come through—as well as hoppy red ales, pale ales,
and Brut-style beers. Methods of fermentation range from 40°F (4°C) to 86°F
(30°C), and while brewers note more aromatics at the warmer temperatures, the
beers still have a clean finish.
White Labs has curated several kveik strains from Norwegian farmers, who are using
them to produce very traditional Norwegian-style beers. We used four kveik
strains—including newly released WLP518 Opshaug Kveik Ale Yeast—to produce four
versions of an IPA. Analytical data for these beers showed very low levels of ester
compounds in the finished beer. Our senior brewing manager, Joe Kurowski,
describes working with the strains: “They fermented out in 3 to 4 days. Peak diacetyl
production detected was 40 parts per billion, well under the detectable threshold.
Each strain provided a nice ester profile and resulted in very hop-forward beers.”
While the use of kveik strains is not new to the brewing world, it’s evident that kveik
has found a mainstream interest in the United States. With its unique brewing
properties as the key selling point, we look forward to seeing what modern-day
brewers continue to develop using these extraordinary cultures.
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